
 

TYPE _N MOUNT3

J2.5 Scope with

Type N Mount

N “Mounts (side bracket design) are pressed from
tough alloy steel They are similar to the former
Type T Mounts but are wider, stronger and neater.

Four widely spaced attaching screws and rigid
clamping of the sc De a re rigidity、 MN Mount
was designed to provi 1 i
scope mount and has been proved under all condi-
tions and on large Ccaliber rifles.

The N Mount for each gun is shown in the list.

Position of Scope
Make,Model of ifle Low High

ENFIELD (receiver rounded like
g89 i N4

李技 口水 标 人 NS3

KRAG (If central mounting interferes
with ejection,offset scope to left) . N3

MARLIN high power lever actions . . MN5
39A round barrel (attach to barrel) . MN3
39 octagon (attach to side of barrel) N5
0 沥

MAUSER* with straight receiver

MONTGOMERY-WARD bolt actions
and auto loaders,all models
80 Slide action

MOSSBERG bolt actions and auto
loaders,all models

Position of Scope
Make,Model of 及ifle Low High

一林 n 河 MN4
荣林连 诊 丨 标 MN5
12C Octagon barrel (attach to
朱林 标 N 河 MN5
李 招 吴 MN3
5
c NS3

SAVAGE 4,5,6,7, 圭 吊 河335
刑 :
刑
0 、

SEARS-ROEBUCK, RANGER 101.20

SPRINGFIELD GOVT.* .30/06 and .22

STEVEMNS 53,56,57, 66, 76
417,417 -

27 (attach to
325 .

STEVEIJS-刊沥

A (attach to right side of
; Can be offset slightly to

Srmit freer ejection)
0 3

伟 2 [0

Rifles marked * require altering of bolt handle if
scope used in low position except with J Model
when mounted forywal

“Model G Scopes other makes of low priced
85Cope8) have _Short eye I 4 for this reason Should
not be used on high power rifl When nsing any of
sCcopes on ifles having any noticeable 伟 be certain
that the scope is placed far enongh forward on the gnn to
prevent contact of the scope and face or scope and 8pec-
tacles, when the Pi 仪 e reCoils.

 

 


